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This episode is dedicated to Chelsea, Ian, and Fiona. 

Welcome to Storytime with Dad.  Today, we will be reading Tommy Moves to Sidney Town. 

Once upon a time in the magical town of Sidney Town, four extraordinary creatures looked 
over the town's children, ensuring they learned life's important lessons. The town was filled 
with joy, laughter, and the whispers of enchantment that danced in the air. The children knew 
well of Sidney the sea monster, Hazel the witch, Esmeralda the mermaid, and Dudley the 
dragon. 

In Sidney Town, every child had a magical charm bracelet, given to them when they were very 
young. Each charm represented a moral they learned and had to uphold: a dolphin for helping 
others, a brave owl for courage, a gentle seagull for kindness, and a strong tortoise for spending 
time outside daily. 

Young Tommy was new to Sidney Town. He didn't have any charms on his bracelet yet, so the 
magical beings decided to watch him closely. 

Tommy's family came to Sidney Town because of his father's new job opportunity. The town 
was known far and wide for its close-knit community and excellent schools, making it an 
appealing place for families. 

Though they were new, Tommy's parents had heard whispers of the magical guardians that 
watched over the town's children. They were intrigued by the tales of morals and lessons that 
were so deeply embedded in Sidney Town's culture. They thought it would be the perfect place 
to raise their children, instilling in them values that would last a lifetime. 

While the rest of the family quickly adapted to the magical traditions of Sidney Town, Tommy 
didn't like it because he was worried that he wouldn't fit in to this unique and enchanting 
community. 

Tommy really wanted to fit in, but he often found himself struggling with the morals of Sidney 
Town. One day, when asked for help, he said he didn't have time to help an old man carrying 
his groceries, and the dolphin charm on the town's Magical Moral Fountain glowed dim. 

It was at that moment a crab scuttled up to Tommy and said, "Tommy, you must come and help 
Sidney the sea monster pick pebbles for his cave. It's a tedious task, but it will teach you the 
importance of helping others." 

Truth be told, Tommy's experience carrying pebbles for Sidney the sea monster was not what he 
expected. When the crab first told him about his task, he was filled with uncertainty. Picking up 
pebbles sounded boring, but he knew it was necessary to learn the value of helping others. 

Sidney's underwater cave was a magical place filled with sparkling stones, lively sea creatures, 
and beautiful sounds that the waves seemed to hum around him. Sidney himself was a gentle 
and wise sea monster, his great big eyes filled with kindness. 
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"Welcome, Tommy," Sidney greeted, his voice a deep but gentle rumble. "We have much work 
to do." 

Tommy was handed a woven basket, and together with Sidney's dolphin and crab friends, they 
began picking pebbles from the seafloor. The pebbles were not just ordinary stones; they were 
colorful and smooth, each one unique. 

The task was indeed tedious, and Tommy's hands soon grew tired, but Sidney worked 
alongside him, sharing stories of times he had helped others and the joy it had brought him. 

"The pebbles may seem insignificant, Tommy," Sidney explained, "but every small act of 
kindness and help adds up, just like these pebbles will create a comfortable floor for my cave." 

The hours passed, and Tommy's basket filled with shimmering pebbles. He began to see the 
beauty in the task, understanding that something as simple as picking up pebbles could make a 
difference in someone's life. 

When the work was done, Sidney's cave was transformed, the pebbles reflecting the light in 
dazzling patterns. Tommy's heart swelled with pride and satisfaction, knowing that he had 
contributed to something beautiful. 

"Thank you, Tommy," Sidney said, placing the dolphin charm on Tommy's bracelet. "You've 
learned a valuable lesson today. Never underestimate the power of helping others, no matter 
how small the task." 

Tommy left Sidney's underwater cave with a newfound appreciation for helping others. The 
tedious chore had become a meaningful experience, one that shaped his understanding of 
compassion and cooperation. The pebbles were no longer just stones; they were symbols of the 
impact that even the smallest act of kindness could have. 

Tommy learned his lesson and returned to the town, his charm bracelet now adorned with a 
shining dolphin charm. 

When Tommy got back to Sidney Town, the town was abuzz with excitement and curiosity. 
News of Tommy's adventure with Sidney had spread quickly, thanks to the ever-watchful 
magical creatures, and everyone was eager to hear his tale. 

Tommy's parents were incredibly proud of their son, not just for completing the task but for 
embracing the value of helping others. They hugged him tightly, knowing that he was truly 
beginning to fit into Sidney Town's unique way of life. 

The children of Sidney Town gathered around Tommy, wide-eyed and full of questions. They 
wanted to know every detail of his encounter with Sidney the sea monster, the dolphins, the 
crabs, and the magical pebbles. Tommy became an instant hero among his peers, his bravery 
and willingness to learn inspiring them. 

Even the town's mayor came to congratulate Tommy, commending him for upholding the 
morals of Sidney Town and expressing anticipation for his future lessons. 
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The magical beings watched from their hidden realms, their hearts swelling with pride and 
satisfaction. They knew that Tommy's journey was just beginning, and they were confident that 
he would continue to grow and learn. 

A festive celebration was held in Tommy's honor at the town square, filled with music, dancing, 
and delicious food. The children played and laughed, their charm bracelets jingling, a constant 
reminder of the values they held dear. 

As the sun began to set, painting the sky with hues of orange and pink, Tommy looked out over 
Sidney Town, feeling a profound sense of belonging. He knew that he was part of something 
magical, something that was bigger than ordinary life. 

His adventure with Sidney was more than a tale to be told; it was a lesson that would stay with 
him forever, shaping his character. And as the stars began to twinkle in the evening sky, 
Tommy knew that the magical guardians were still watching, ready to lead him on new 
adventures, filled with wisdom, courage, kindness, and joy. 

Sidney Town continued to thrive as a place of love and learning, its magic reaching the hearts of 
everyone who called it home. And Tommy's story became a cherished part of its lore, a 
testament to the power of morals and the enchantment of a town unlike any other. 

The end. 

 

Alright, so I gotta tell you all something. This is a Storytime with Dad original story.  I wrote it 
up for Chelsea, Ian, and Fiona.  They gave me the ideas for the characters and the plot, and I 
came up with the story because I absolutely love doing this.  So, I hope you all enjoyed it, and I 
thank you very much for the story ideas.  I do plan on making more with the characters in this 
episode and exploring other themes like courage, wisdom, and joy.   

So for this episode, I think the take away was really put best by Sidney when he said "every 
small act of kindness and help adds up".  You don't have to go out of your way and do 
something big for another person to show them kindness.  Holding the door for someone can 
make their day better, smiling at them, or even just listening to someone when they want to talk 
are all acts of kindness.  And acts of kindness like that add up over time so you don't have to do 
everything kind in one day, you've got your entire life to be kind. 

If you want to live in a world of kindness, then you have to show kindness to other people.  
When you're a grown up, then that's when it gets hard because you have to show kindness to 
people even when you don't want to!  That's a life long journey for all of us, and I wish you 
success on it as I am still learning this lesson myself and trying to be kind to everyone I meet 
everyday. 

I gotta say, It's OK to mess up.  This is a hard lesson to do all the time, but when we mess up 
and are unkind, we can always try again and learn our lesson like Tommy did. 
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Thanks for listening, I'll see you again next time. 

 

Download at: https://storytimewithdad.com/transcripts 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/DadStorytime 

Instagram: https://instagram.com/storytimewithdadpod/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Narrated by: Grant Dryden 
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